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Journal of the House
FORTY-EIGHTH DAY

HALL OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
TOPEKA, KS, Tuesday, March 21, 2023, 11:00 a.m.

The House met pursuant to adjournment with Speaker pro tem Carpenter in the 
chair.

The roll was called with 120 members present.
Reps. Concannon and Poetter Parshall were excused on verified illness.
Reps.  Bloom, Featherston and Poskin were excused on excused absence by the 

Speaker.
Prayer by Chaplain Brubaker:

Creator God,
thank You for this beautiful first full

day of springtime.
With the new season, comes an excitement

of new beginnings and new life.
Remind us what new beginnings really mean.

Spring is a metaphor for change –
some changes we like, others we don’t.

To all these changes we ask the gift of Your perspective
beckoning us to expectation, hope and rebirth.

Just as the sunlight and rain are reminders 
that You are at work renewing the earth,

help us to realize that You are also at work
at renewing our lives.

This I pray in Your Name, Amen.

The Pledge of Allegiance was led by Rep. Louis Ruiz.

INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS
 There being no objection, the following remarks of Rep. Goetz are spread upon the 

Journal:
World Down Syndrome Day (WDSD), 21 March, is a global awareness day which 

has been officially observed by the United Nations since 2012. In March of 2019 the 
Kansas House of Representatives recognized WDSD in statute.
The date for WDSD being the 21st day of the 3rd month, was selected to signify the 
uniqueness of the triplication (trisomy) of the 21st chromosome which causes Down 
syndrome.

Why mark WDSD?
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On this one day we have a chance to make a change. 
All around the world, people with Down syndrome are treated badly…

• They are denied a quality education.
• They are denied good health care.
• They are denied the chance to work and earn their own money.
• They are not allowed to make decisions about their own lives.
• Their voices are not heard!
• So, every year on March 21st we created a single global voice advocating 

for the rights and well-being of people with Down Syndrome.
Each year for World Down Syndrome Day (WDSD) we work with the global Down 

syndrome community to choose a global campaign message. 
For World Down Syndrome Day 2023,  we are calling for  people and organizations 
around the world to be With Us Not For Us. 
     What does this mean? 

• We want to be treated fairly and to have the same opportunities as others.  
• We want the freedom, and the support, to make our own choices.  
• We want to be involved in the work of organizations.  
• We  want  the  organizations  that  represent  us  to  be  included  in  decision-

making.  

About Down Syndrome Innovations:

Down Syndrome Innovations, an organization I wanted to highlight today, is a non-
profit  501 (c)(3)  organization located in  Mission,  KS,  which serves  and champions 
people with Down syndrome across the Midwest region, and all across our great state. 
 Their mission is to provide life-changing support  and services that  enable people 
with Down syndrome to live to their fullest potential. 
 They support  people  with Down syndrome – and their  families  – throughout  the 
lifespan, from prenatal diagnosis all the way through late adulthood. Down Syndrome 
Innovations was founded in 1984 and serves as the expert resource and lead community 
mobilizer, sharing knowledge and creating solutions for people with Down syndrome.
 About KCDD:

 The Kansas Council on Developmental Disabilities, also represented here today, has 
a  mission  to  empower  individuals  with  intellectual  and  developmental  disabilities 
(I/DD)  and  their  families  to  lead  systems  change,  build  capacity,  and  advocate  for 
inclusive,  integrated,  accessible  communities  where  everyone  belongs  and  thrives. 
KCDD believes that  all people  with intellectual and developmental disabilities live, 
learn, work, play, belong, and thrive in the community they choose.
 Solving the unemployment crisis for our disability community is a key and critical 
priority of the disability community. 
 Kansas  has  been a  recognized  leader  in  crafting legislation with  the  intention  to 
create more competitive integrated employment (CIE) for people with disabilities. 

Kansas was the first state in the nation to adopt Employment First legislation through 
the Employment First Initiative Act in 2011. (40 other states have followed our lead 
since 2011.) This law established Employment First as the official policy of the great 
State  of  Kansas  with  the  intent  to  increase  the  number  of  Kansas  residents  with 
disabilities who are employed in competitive and integrated settings. 
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Yet,  people  with disabilities,  especially  those with  I/DD,  still  remain  the largest 
unemployed population in Kansas and around the country. 

Despite  policies  like  Employment  First,  even  in  Kansas,  employment  rates  and 
outcomes for individuals with I/DD, in Kansas, still need more work: 

• There are only 13,847 Kansans with I/DD known to state agencies (there are  
many other individuals and families across the state) 

• Of those, only 6.7% (933) are competitively employed, and only 2.0%  (271)  
of all Kansans with I/DD receive Supported Employment Services.

• What we have been doing, is not working and we need innovative and new  
solutions to advance disability hiring in Kansas. 

CALL TO ACTION
We need more investments in disability hiring in the private sector - from Main Street 

to Wall  Street,  companies need to prioritize disability inclusion,  and more focus on 
local, private sector solutions to help many more Kansans with I/DD obtain competitive 
integrated employment and ensure the right incentives are in place statewide. 

This is why we need organizations like Down Syndrome Innovation (DSI) driving 
innovative programs, which focus on getting individuals with Down syndrome career 
ready. 

And  we  need  statewide  organizations,  like  KCDD,  to  ensure  best  practices  and 
innovation is happening not just in our big cities but localized solutions and programs 
that lift every Kansan with I/DD up and ensure they have the ability to work, thrive and 
contribute to society. 
\

Rep. Goetz introduced his following guests:
• Amanda Myers, representing the team at Down Syndrome Innovations
• Sara Weir, Executive Director of KS Developmental Disabilities Council
• Jarrod  Sanderson,  Chief  Operating  Office  of  Nautical  Fulfillment  & 

Logistics, an employment partner of Down Syndrome Innovations 

Our special guests, and the reason we are celebrating today:
 

• Caleb Welch (21 yrs old)
• Lola Kernell (18 yrs old)
• Genesis Ortiz (21 yrs old)
• Greta Foye (42 yrs old)
• John Roberts (54 yrs old)
• Heather Hoback (25 yrs old)
• Crosby Orlando (6 yrs old) and his mother, Sarah Jahnke

In the gallery are more individuals with Down syndrome who we are celebrating 
today, parents, Down Syndrome Innovations executive leadership and staff, and more 
employment partners.
 House  of  Representative  Colleagues,  I  invite  you  to  help  me  congratulate  these 
amazing individuals, families and organizations on this WDSD 2023!  
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INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS

 There being no objection, the following remarks of Rep. Patton are spread upon the 
Journal:

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  Today, we welcome the candidates for the Boys and Girls 
Clubs’ Kansas Youth of the Year.

Boys & Girls Clubs of America provides a safe and positive environment for young 
people to learn, grow, and become productive adults.  Founded in 1860, the Boys & 
Girls  Club of  America  focuses  on helping young people  achieve academic success, 
develop healthy lifestyles,  and build strong character and leadership skills.  Boys & 
Girls Clubs of America is committed to excellence and has become one of the nation's 
most trusted and effective youth development organizations.

The Kansas Alliance of Boys and Girls Clubs is comprised of 12 local organizations, 
currently operating over 70 sites in 19 communities and military bases in Kansas.  In 
2022, Kansas Clubs served over 20,000 youth.   

Since 1947, Youth of the Year has been Boys and Girls Clubs’ premier recognition 
program, celebrating the extraordinary achievements of Club members.  Each year, one 
exceptional young person from a Boys & Girls Club is selected to be the National Youth 
of the Year.  The National Youth of the Year serves as both an ambassador for Boys & 
Girls Club youth and as a strong voice for all of our nation’s young people.  Youth of 
the Year participants embody the values of leadership, service, academic excellence, 
and healthy lifestyles. 

Candidates emerge through year-round recognition programs in their local Clubs or 
affiliated Youth Centers on U.S. military installations.  They progress through state and 
regional events, culminating in a weeklong celebration in Washington, D.C., where one 
is named the National Youth of the Year.  

With us today are the candidates for the Kansas Youth of the Year who will compete 
in regional and national competitions.  The candidates are: 
 

Aden Camfield 
Aden  is  14  years  old  and  is  from  Manhattan  where  he  attends 
Manhattan High School and the Boys and Girls of Manhattan.  Once 
Aden  finishes  at  Manhattan  High,  he  plans  to  attend  Kansas  State 
University studying business.
 

Zion Burgess
Zion  is  17  years  old  and  is  from  Hutchinson  where  he  attends 
Hutchinson High School and the Boys & Girls Clubs of Hutchinson.  
He  plans  to  attend  the  University  of  Missouri  Kansas  City.  After 
receiving his undergraduate degree, he plans to continue his education 
to Dental school to become an orthodontist.  
Dakota Dalsing-Short
Dakota is 15 years old and is from Topeka where he attends Topeka 
West High School and the Boys and Girls Club of Topeka.  He has not 
decided where he plans to attend college but would like to be a lawyer. 
 

Brenden Draney 
Brenden is from Wichita and attends the McConnell  Air Force Base 
Youth Program at the Boys & Girls Clubs.  He is 17 years old and 
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attends Andover High School.  Brenden plans to attend the University 
of Kansas where he will study to be a chemical engineer. 
Arabella Gipp
Arabella is 16 years old and is from Lawrence where she attends the 
Boys and Girls Club of Lawrence and goes to Lawrence High School.  
She plans to attend Stanford University when she finishes high school.  
At Stanford, she would like to study political science/activism. 
 

Khaai Wilson
Khaai is  16 years old and is from Wichita where he attends Wichita 
Heights  High School  and the Boys and Girls  Club of  South-Central 
Kansas.  He  plans  to  attend  Fisk  University  in  Nashville  where  he 
intends to study mathematics.  

 

Last night, Khaai Wilson was named Kansas Youth of the Year and Brenden Draney 
was named military Youth of the Year.

Congratulations! We wish all of you good luck in your future endeavors. 
 

REFERENCE OF BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS

The following bills were referred to committees as indicated:
Health and Human Services: HB 2467.
Local Government: HB 2466.

INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL MOTIONS
On motion  of  Rep.  Croft,  the  House  acceded to  the  request  of  the  Senate  for  a 

conference on H Sub for SB 83.
Speaker pro tem Carpenter thereupon appointed Reps. K.  Williams, Landwehr and 

Winn as conferees on the part of the House.
Also, on motion of Rep. Croft, the House acceded to the request of the Senate for a 

conference on SB 14.
Speaker pro tem Carpenter thereupon appointed Reps. Sutton, Penn and Neighbor as 

conferees on the part of the House.
Also, on motion of Rep. Croft, the House acceded to the request of the Senate for a 

conference on SB 19.
Speaker pro tem Carpenter thereupon appointed Reps. Sutton, Penn and Neighbor as 

conferees on the part of the House.
Also, on motion of Rep. Croft, the House acceded to the request of the Senate for a 

conference on SB 26.
Speaker pro tem Carpenter thereupon appointed Reps. Sutton, Penn and Neighbor as 

conferees on the part of the House.

INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL MOTIONS AND HOUSE RESOLUTIONS
On emergency motion of Rep. Carpenter, W.,  HR 6017, by Reps. Carpenter, Blex, 

Carmichael, Corbet, Delperdang, Droge, Francis, Hoffman, Houser, Johnson, Kessler, 
Murphy, Ousley, Owens, Probst, Roth, Schreiber, Seiwert, Smith, Smith and White, as 
follows, was introduced and adopted:
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HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. HR 6017—A RESOLUTION commemorating the 50th 
anniversary  of  the  National  Wild  Turkey  Federation  and  recognizing  its  significant 
contributions to wildlife management, research and habitat conservation.

WHEREAS, The National Wild Turkey Federation, Inc., (NWTF) was incorporated 
on March 28, 1973, in Fredericksburg, Virginia; and

WHEREAS, Over the course of 50 years, the NWTF, its members and chapters have 
worked with state, federal and nongovernmental partners to promote the conservation of 
the wild turkey; and

WHEREAS, The NWTF works on preserving the United States' hunting heritage, 
participating in one of the greatest conservation success stories in American history — 
the return of the wild turkey from the brink of extinction; and

WHEREAS, The NWTF has been at the vanguard of reversing declining hunting 
participation  through  nationwide  investment  in  hunter  recruitment,  retention  and 
reactivation efforts; and

WHEREAS,  The  NWTF partners  with  states  to  develop  opportunities  to  engage 
people from all walks of life in the outdoors tradition; and  

WHEREAS, Since 1985, the NWTF has invested more than half a billion dollars to 
conserve and enhance more than 22 million acres of critical wildlife habitat, forests and 
grasslands across public and private lands; and 

WHEREAS,  Since 2012,  the  NWTF has recruited and reactivated more than 1.5 
million hunters; and

WHEREAS, The NWTF has invested more than $8.5 million in research throughout 
North America to ensure healthy wild turkey populations into the future; and

WHEREAS,  The  NWTF  is  the  largest  and  longest-serving  nongovernmental 
stewardship partner of the USDA Forest Service; and

WHEREAS, The NWTF has conserved habitat on National Forest System Lands for 
more than 40 years and has heavily engaged in the development and implementation of 
the USDA's Wildfire Crisis Strategy; and 

WHEREAS, Wild turkeys in Kansas were virtually gone from the state by the early 
1900s; and

WHEREAS, The NWTF, with the NWTF chapter system in Kansas, has established 
itself as a national leader by working to restore wild turkeys in Kansas through trapping 
efforts in the 1960s and the 1970s; and

WHEREAS, Kansas Department of Wildlife & Parks personnel,  NWTF staff  and 
NWTF volunteers have released turkeys obtained from other states with more stable 
populations, which has created robust wild turkey populations across Kansas; and

WHEREAS,  Kansas  now sustains  one  of  the  highest  hunter  success  rates  in  the 
country: Now, therefore,

Be it  resolved by the  House  of  Representatives  of  the  State  of  Kansas: That  we 
commemorate the 50th anniversary of the National Wild Turkey Federation; and

Be it  further resolved: That we  salute the organization,  its  chapters and members 
from across Kansas and the United States for their tremendous efforts to further state-
led wildlife management and the conservation of America's wild turkey; and

Be it  further  resolved: That  we  wish  the  NWTF the  best  for  the  future  as  they 
continue  to  deliver  their  mission  by  working  across  land  ownership  boundaries  to 
increase  clean  and  abundant  water,  healthy  forests,  wildlife  habitat,  resilient 
communities and robust recreational opportunities; and
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Be it further resolved: That the Chief Clerk of the House of Representatives shall 
send an enrolled copy of this resolution to Representative Carpenter. 

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE
 There being no objection, the following remarks of Rep. Will Carpenter are spread 

upon the Journal:
Rep. Carpenter was joined on the floor by fellow sponsors of HR 6017.
This resolution recognizes and celebrates the 50th anniversary of the National Wild 

Turkey Federation and salutes the organization, its chapters, and members from across 
Kansas and the United States for their tremendous efforts to further scientific, state-led 
wildlife management and the conservation of America’s wild turkey and its habitat.

Over  the  course  of  the  past  50  years,  the  National  Wild  Turkey  Federation  and 
millions of members and chapters across the nation have worked with state, federal, and 
nongovernmental partners to promote wild turkey conservation and the preservation of 
our hunting heritage.

Since 1985, the National Wild Turkey Federation, its members, and chapters have 
invested more than half a billion dollars to conserve or enhance more than 22 million 
acres of critical wildlife habitat, forests, and grasslands across public and private lands.

In addition to  being the largest  and longest-serving nongovernmental  stewardship 
partner of the USDA Forest Service, the National Wild Turkey Federation state chapters 
have successfully  partnered with the  Kansas Department of Wildlife  & Parks in  its 
restoration efforts.

The return of the of the wild turkey from the brink of extinction is one of the greatest 
conservation success  stories  in  American history.  Wild turkeys were virtually  gone 
from the state by the early 1900s, but through a series of turkey releases in the 1960’s 
and 70’s, there now exists a stable, robust turkey population. 

We  recognize  and  celebrate  the  50th  anniversary  of  the  National  Wild  Turkey 
Federation and salute their  tremendous efforts to further scientific,  state-led wildlife 
management and the conservation of America’s wild turkey and its habitat.  We wish the 
National Wild Turkey Federation, its members, and chapters the best for the future as 
they continue to work across land-ownership boundaries to increase healthy forests and 
wildlife habitat, clean and abundant water, and robust outdoor recreational opportunities 
across the country.

CONSENT CALENDAR
No objection was made to SB 24 appearing on the Consent  Calendar for  the third 

day. The bill was advanced to Final Action on Bills and Concurrent Resolutions.

FINAL ACTION ON BILLS AND CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
SB 24,  AN ACT concerning insurance;  relating to  coverage for  autism spectrum 

disorder; changing the required number of employees contained in the definitions of 
"large employer" and "small employer"; amending K.S.A. 40-2,194 and repealing the 
existing section, was considered on final action.

On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 111; Nays 7; Present but not voting: 0; Absent or not 
voting: 7.

Yeas:  Alcala,  Amyx,  Anderson,  Awerkamp,  Ballard,  Barth,  Bergkamp,  Bergquist, 
Blew, Blex, Borjon, Boyd, Bryce, Buehler, Butler, Carlin, Carmichael, B. Carpenter, W. 
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Carpenter,  Carr,  Clifford,  Collins,  Corbet,  Croft,  Curtis,  Delperdang,  Dodson,  M., 
Donohoe,  Droge,  Ellis,  Eplee,  Essex,  Estes,  Francis,  Gardner,  Goddard,  Haskins, 
Haswood, Hawkins, Helgerson, Highberger, Hill, Hoffman, Hoheisel, Hougland, Howe, 
Howell, Howerton, Hoye, Humphries, T. Johnson, Kessler, Landwehr, Lewis, Martinez, 
Mason,  Maughan,  Melton,  Meyer,  Miller,  D.,  Miller,  S.,  Miller,  V.,  Minnix,  Moser, 
Neelly,  Neighbor,  Ohaebosim,  Oropeza,  Osman,  Ousley,  Owens,  F.  Patton,  Penn, 
Pickert, Probst, Proctor, Rahjes, Resman, Robinson, Roth, Ruiz, L., Ruiz, S., Sanders, 
Clayton,  Schlingensiepen,  Schmoe,  Schreiber,  Smith,  A.,  Smith,  C.,  Smith,  E., 
Stogsdill, Sutton, Tarwater, Thomas, Thompson, Titus, Turk, Turner, Underhill, Vaughn, 
Waggoner,  Wasinger,  Waymaster,  Weigel,  White,  Williams,  K.,  Williams,  L.,  Winn, 
Woodard, Xu, Younger.

Nays: Fairchild, Garber, Houser, Jacobs, Murphy, Rhiley, Seiwert.
Present but not voting: None.
Absent  or  not  voting:  Bloom,  Concannon,  Featherston,  Goetz,  Poetter,  Poskin, 

Sawyer.
The bill passed.
On motion of Rep. Croft, the House resolved into the Committee of the Whole, with 

Rep. Owens in the chair.
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

On motion of Rep. Owens, Committee of the Whole report, as follows, was adopted:
Recommended that: Committee report to HCR 5008 be adopted.
Also,  roll  call  was demanded on motion to recommend  HCR 5008  favorably for 

passage. 
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 73; Nays 46; Present but not voting: 0; Absent or not 

voting: 6.
Yeas:  Anderson,  Barth,  Bergkamp,  Bergquist,  Blew,  Blex,  Bryce,  Buehler,  B. 

Carpenter,  W. Carpenter, Clifford,  Croft,  Delperdang,  Dodson, M., Donohoe,  Droge, 
Ellis,  Eplee,  Essex,  Estes,  Fairchild,  Francis,  Garber,  Goddard,  Goetz,  Hawkins, 
Helgerson, Hill, Hoffman, Hoheisel, Howe, Howell, Howerton, Humphries, T. Johnson, 
Kessler, Landwehr, Lewis, Mason, Miller, V., Minnix, Moser, Murphy, Neelly, Owens, 
F.  Patton,  Penn,  Pickert,  Proctor,  Rahjes,  Resman, Rhiley,  Robinson,  Roth,  Sanders, 
Schmoe,  Seiwert,  Smith,  A.,  Smith,  C.,  Smith,  E.,  Sutton,  Tarwater,  Thomas, 
Thompson, Titus, Turk, Turner, Waggoner, Wasinger, Waymaster, White, Williams, K., 
Williams, L..

Nays: Alcala, Amyx, Awerkamp, Ballard, Borjon, Boyd, Butler, Carlin, Carmichael, 
Carr,  Collins,  Corbet,  Curtis,  Gardner,  Haskins,  Haswood,  Highberger,  Hougland, 
Houser,  Hoye,  Jacobs,  Martinez,  Maughan,  Melton,  Meyer,  Miller,  D.,  Miller,  S., 
Ohaebosim,  Oropeza,  Osman,  Ousley,  Probst,  Ruiz,  L.,  Ruiz,  S.,  Sawyer,  Clayton, 
Schlingensiepen, Schreiber, Stogsdill, Underhill, Vaughn, Weigel, Winn, Woodard, Xu, 
Younger.

Present but not voting: None.
Absent or not voting: Bloom, Concannon, Featherston, Neighbor, Poetter, Poskin.
The motion prevailed and HCR 5008 be adopted as amended. 
On motion of Rep. Osman to amend HB 2313, Rep. Bryce requested a ruling on the 

amendment  being  germane  to  the  bill.  The  Rules  Chair  ruled  the  amendment  not 
germane. 
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Also, roll call was demanded on Rep. Osman's challenge of the ruling of the Rules 
Chair, the question being “Shall the Rules Chair be sustained?” 

On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 82; Nays 35; Present but not voting: 1; Absent or not 
voting: 7.

Yeas: Anderson, Awerkamp, Barth, Bergkamp, Bergquist, Blew, Blex, Borjon, Bryce, 
Buehler,  Butler,  B.  Carpenter,  W.  Carpenter,  Clifford,  Collins,  Corbet,  Croft, 
Delperdang,  Dodson,  M.,  Donohoe,  Droge,  Ellis,  Eplee,  Essex,  Estes,  Fairchild, 
Francis,  Garber,  Gardner,  Goddard,  Hawkins,  Helgerson,  Hill,  Hoffman,  Hoheisel, 
Houser, Howe, Howell, Howerton, Humphries, Jacobs, T. Johnson, Kessler, Landwehr, 
Lewis,  Mason,  Maughan,  Minnix,  Moser,  Murphy,  Neelly,  Owens,  F.  Patton,  Penn, 
Pickert, Proctor, Rahjes, Resman, Rhiley, Roth, Sanders, Schmoe, Schreiber, Seiwert, 
Smith,  A.,  Smith,  C.,  Smith,  E.,  Sutton,  Tarwater,  Thomas,  Thompson,  Titus,  Turk, 
Turner, Underhill, Waggoner, Wasinger, Waymaster, White, Williams, K., Williams, L., 
Younger.

Nays:  Alcala,  Amyx,  Ballard,  Boyd,  Carlin,  Carmichael,  Carr,  Curtis,  Haskins, 
Haswood, Hougland, Hoye, Martinez, Melton, Meyer, Miller, D., Miller, S., Miller, V., 
Neighbor,  Ohaebosim, Oropeza,  Osman, Ousley,  Probst,  Ruiz,  L.,  Ruiz,  S.,  Sawyer, 
Clayton, Schlingensiepen, Stogsdill, Vaughn, Weigel, Winn, Woodard, Xu.

Present but not voting: Highberger.
Absent  or  not  voting:  Bloom,  Concannon,  Featherston,  Goetz,  Poetter,  Poskin, 

Robinson.
The Rules Chair was sustained. 
Also,  roll  call  was  demanded  on  motion  to  recommend  HB 2313 favorably  for 

passage.
On roll call, the vote was: Yeas 85; Nays 32; Present but not voting: 0; Absent or not 

voting: 8.
Yeas: Anderson, Awerkamp, Barth, Bergkamp, Bergquist, Blew, Blex, Borjon, Bryce, 

Buehler,  Butler,  B.  Carpenter,  W.  Carpenter,  Clifford,  Collins,  Corbet,  Croft, 
Delperdang,  Dodson,  M.,  Donohoe,  Droge,  Ellis,  Eplee,  Essex,  Estes,  Fairchild, 
Francis,  Garber,  Gardner,  Goddard,  Goetz,  Hawkins,  Helgerson,  Hill,  Hoffman, 
Hoheisel, Houser, Howe, Howell, Howerton, Humphries, Jacobs, T. Johnson, Kessler, 
Landwehr,  Lewis,  Martinez,  Mason,  Maughan,  Melton,  Minnix,  Moser,  Murphy, 
Neelly,  Owens,  F.  Patton,  Penn,  Pickert,  Proctor,  Rahjes,  Resman,  Rhiley,  Roth, 
Sanders, Schmoe, Schreiber, Seiwert, Smith, A., Smith, C., Smith, E., Sutton, Tarwater, 
Thomas, Thompson, Titus, Turk, Turner, Underhill, Waggoner, Wasinger, Waymaster, 
White, Williams, K., Williams, L., Younger.

Nays:  Alcala,  Amyx,  Ballard,  Boyd,  Carmichael,  Curtis,  Haskins,  Haswood, 
Highberger,  Hougland,  Hoye,  Meyer,  Miller,  D.,  Miller,  S.,  Miller,  V.,  Neighbor, 
Ohaebosim,  Oropeza,  Osman,  Ousley,  Probst,  Ruiz,  L.,  Ruiz,  S.,  Sawyer,  Clayton, 
Schlingensiepen, Stogsdill, Vaughn, Weigel, Winn, Woodard, Xu.

Present but not voting: None.
Absent or not voting: Bloom, Carlin, Carr, Concannon, Featherston, Poetter, Poskin, 

Robinson.
The motion prevailed and the bill be passed.

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES
Committee on Child Welfare and Foster Care recommends HB 2361 be passed.
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Committee on Child Welfare and Foster Care recommends SB 115 be amended on 
page 2, in line 15, by striking "statute book" and inserting "Kansas register"; and the bill 
be passed as amended.

Committee on Education recommends SB 13, As Amended by Senate Committee, be 
amended on page 1, in line 22, by striking "video broadcast" and inserting "broadcasts, 
except that  no fee  shall  be  charged for  such broadcasts";  and the bill  be  passed as 
amended.

Committee on Energy, Utilities and Telecommunications recommends SCR 1603 
be amended on page 2, in line 13, after "Fagg" by inserting "and to Representatives 
Delperdang, Turner and Ohaebosim"; and the resolution be adopted as amended.

Committee on  Health and Human Services recommends  HB 2439, HB 2452 be 
passed.

Committee on Judiciary recommends SB 189 be amended on page 3, in line 26, by 
striking  "statute  book"  and  inserting  "Kansas  register";  and  the  bill  be  passed  as 
amended.

Committee on Welfare Reform recommends HB 2179 be amended on page 5, in line 
15,  after "(10)" by inserting "(A)";  in line 21,  by striking "(A)" and inserting "(i)"; 
following line 27, by inserting:

"(B) (i) The period of ineligibility for child care subsidy based on parents'  non-
cooperation, as defined in K.S.A. 39-702, and amendments thereto, with child support 
services shall be as follows, for a:

(a) First penalty, three months and cooperation with child support services prior to 
regaining eligibility; 

(b) second penalty, six months and cooperation with child support services prior to 
regaining eligibility; 

(c) third penalty,  one  year  and cooperation with child  support  services  prior  to 
regaining eligibility; and 

(d) fourth penalty, 10 years. 
(ii) The secretary, or the secretary's designee, shall review child support compliance 

of a parent: 
(a) Upon application for child care subsidy; 
(b) after 12 months of continuous eligibility for child care subsidy; and 
(c) following such 12 months of continuous eligibility when the secretary renews or 

redetermines a parent's eligibility for child care subsidy."; 
And by redesignating subsections, paragraphs, subparagraphs, clauses and subclauses 

accordingly; 
On page 18, in line 30, before "food" by inserting "child care subsidy or"; in line 39, 

before "food" by inserting "child care subsidy or"; 
On page 1,  in  the  title,  in  line  3,  after the semicolon by inserting "requiring the 

secretary to conduct reviews of cooperation;"; and the bill be passed as amended.

COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENT CHANGES
Speaker  pro tem Carpenter  announced the appointment  of Rep.  Patton to replace 

Rep. Concannon on Appropriations for March 22, 2023.
Also,  the  appointment  of  Rep.  Blew to  replace  Rep.  Clifford  on  Committee  on 

Health and Human Services for March 21, 2023.
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Also,  the  appointment  of  Rep.  Laura  Williams  to  replace  Rep.  Bergkamp  on 
Committee on  Health and Human Services for March 21, 2023.

Also,  the  appointment  of  Rep.  Bergkamp  to  replace  Rep.  Laura  Williams  on 
Committee on  Commerce, Labor and Economic Development for March 21, 2023.

Also,  the  appointment  of  Rep.  Anderson  to  replace  Rep.  Poetter  Parshall  on 
Committee on  Education for March 21, 2023.

Also,  the appointment of Rep. Winn to replace Rep. Featherston on Committee on 
Education for March 21, 2023.

Also, the appointment of Rep. Woodard to replace Rep. Poskin on Committee on 
Commerce, Labor and Economic Development for March 21, 2023.

REPORT ON ENROLLED RESOLUTIONS

HR 6015 reported correctly enrolled and properly signed on March 20, 2023.
HR 6013,  HR 6016 reported correctly enrolled and properly signed on March 21, 

2023.

 On motion of Rep. Croft, the House adjourned until 11:00 a.m., Wednesday, March 
22, 2023.

 JENNY HAUGH, JULIA WERNER, Journal Clerks.
SUSAN W. KANNARR, Chief Clerk.
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